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1 General The background information to the draft RG emphasises that
fatigue design curves using a "95/95"
(%confidence/%probability) criterion are deemed acceptable
to the NRC because the fatigue design curves are based on
crack initiation, rather than component failure or through-wall
leakage, and therefore, additional margin exists between

crack initiation and actual component failure or leakage.

However, this additional margin is variable and will depend
upon component thickness and the through wall stress
distributions. Therefore, for thin wall components that are
subjected to cyclic membrane stresses and strains the
criterion of crack initiation (engineering significant) and
through-wall leakage are, for all practical purposes, one and
the same as they are coincident in terms of cyclic life. That
is, the additional margin against through wall leakage is
virtually zero in these circumstances.

The importance of this distinction is that when components

are of a thicker wall section and have a significant through-
wall strain gradient then the additional margin between crack
initiation and through-wall leakage will be a very significant

proportion of a component total life. Therefore, to penalise
the design life of these components, in comparison to
membrane loaded components, is considered excessive.

Unfortunately the ASME view of a fatigue criterion is not
clearly articulated in the code books, the criteria papers or
the Compendium Books. Nevertheless, the view that
through-wall leakage is the intended criterion has been
expressed on the basis that this is the stated 'end-of-life' for

experimental stress analysis in ASME Section III, Appendix
I1. Paragraph 11-1520 (b) states: "Failure is herein defined as
a propagation through the entire thickness, such as would
produce a measurable leak in a pressure retaining member".

It is noted that the implementation section of the draft RG

states that methods or solutions that differ from those
described in this RG may be deemed acceptable if sufficient
basis and information is provided for the NRC staff to verify
that the proposed alternative demonstrates compliance with
the appropriate NRC regulations. It is assumed that this will
enable the potential for this penalisation of some component

design lifetimes to be corrected, providing of course that
adequate total reliability is demonstrated.
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2 General The suggested use of the methodology presented in Rev 1
of NUREG/CR-6909 to describe the effects of fatigue
loadings on nuclear plant materials, including correction

using Fen for LWR coolant environments, is supported as the
most appropriate currently-available set of fatigue design
data relevant to small scale membrane loaded specimens

under isothermal conditions. However, it must be
considered that the NUREG/CR-6909 design data (including
use of Fen) has been demonstrated in a number of papers

published in open literature to be excessively conservative
under a range of different operating conditions, leading to
the calculation of usage factors for some components that
do not reflect the satisfactory service experience of these

components (even when considering the "95/95" basis of the
design data). Therefore it should be expected that use of
these design data will lead to the calculation of unacceptable
and unrealistic Cumulative Usage Factors for some
components, particularly if operating profiles of civil nuclear
plants evolve to meet the needs of a rapidly-changing

energy market (eg increased transients due to load
following) or if further rounds of plant life extension are
pursued in future. In light of these concerns, it must be
recognised that it is imperative to continue to support and
fund research into the fatigue analysis and fatigue behaviour
of nuclear plant materials in order that improved models of
this behaviour may be developed to allow reductions in the
over conservatisms.


